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Wax carving
What’s in the pack?
Wax carving tools x4
Wax carving files x6
Drill bit x1
Pink wax shapes
Pink wax sheet
Offside hole wax blank
Central hole wax blank
Solid round wax blank
Sandpaper
Wire wool
Wax saw blades
Scalpel
Tracing paper

Extras that are helpful but not essential
Sharp pencil
Newspaper
Paper
Images of things that inspire you
Pin or needle
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Health & Safety
Knives
Please be really careful when using the scalpel or wax
reamer as the blades are very sharp.
Keep the blade of the scalpel at a right angle from your
thumb and never use the blade facing towards your hand or
thumb.
Wire wool
The little fibres can get caught in your skin so just be careful
when using and sweep up any little loose fibres after use and
pop it back in the bag.
Candle
Please do not leave the candle unattended and ensure it is
placed on a plate or bowl away from anything flammable.
Eyes
Protective eyewear is advisable as little pieces of wax can
flick off when you are carving and scraping.
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Guide
Stage 1
Design your ring taking inspiration from images that
inspire you. This could be architecture, nature,
sculpture…

Stage 2
Draw out your design to scale and trace onto the tracing
paper
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Guide
Stage 3
If making a ring - Use the ring reamer to shave the inside
hole of the wax to your desired size. Keep checking it
against your finger or a ring size stick.

Stage 4
Use a pin, sharp object or scalpel to press through the
traced design into the wax. Lift the tracing paper and
scribe the outline you can also use permanent marker
after if needed.
Stage 5
Start taking away the excess wax with your saw blade
fixed in a frame or using files to rough out your design.
Try and remove as much wax as you can so you are as
close to your design as possible.
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Guide
Stage 6
It’s now time to start on refining your design which can
be achieved using the wax carving tools and scalpel as
well as the wax carving files.

Stage 7
To achieve a smooth finish on your wax ready for casting
use the sand papers to remove any scratches and
imperfections. Start with the low number and move up
through the grades.
Stage 8
For the final finish on your wax use wire wool over the
surface to polish it up ready for casting.

NOTE: It is much easier to polish out imperfections in wax
than it is in metal castings.
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Guide
Melting into the wax
If you would like to add wax details this can be done using
the candle to heat the wax carving tools and melt some of
the excess wax or wax sheet onto it then quickly dab the
melted wax onto the surface of your ring.
Adding organic details
Creating an organic melted texture in your wax can be
achieved by heating up your wax carving tools with the
candle and pressing it into the surface of your ring to melt
a shape into the wax
Drilling into the wax
Using the drill bit in your pack, you can twist it to remove
wax from your model and make a hole in your piece. A
saw blade can then be inserted and material removed
from the inside of the piece.
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Wax to metal
Getting your wax cast in metal
I use a company called Just Castings who will be able to
add a sprue to your design and cast it into silver ready for
you to clean and polish up.

Cost of casting
Having your wax cast is an additional cost and is
calculated by weight of the piece once it is cast.
To give you a rough idea you can weigh your wax and
work it out as silver weighs 11x more than wax.
There will be a spruing / casting charge as well as postage
to add to this. This is calculated by the size of the piece.
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Casting
Just Castings
19 Cross St
Hatton Garden
London
EC1N 8UN

www.justcastings.co.uk
Please pop a note inside with the following details:
Beccy Gillatt wax carving course
courses@beccygillatt.com
Your name:
Your number & email address:
Please pop me an image of your finished wax with your
name and number on the image
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Rough to smooth
Cleaning up your casting
The casting will come back with part of the sprue still
attached and will have a textured surface plus any
imperfections from your wax.
The casting will require filing and sanding to remove these
and to make it comfortable to wear.
Polishing your casting
Once your casting is filed and sanded it will require a finish
surface which can either be matt or a high shine.

If you would like your ring finished for you there is a small
charge of £8 plus postage.
Open workshop Mondays are also an option if you would like
to learn the processes and use the equipment at Yardley
Arts. Guidance by via zoom can also be arranged.
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Extra tools
If you find that wax carving is for you and you would like
to progress further you may find these tools useful:
Wax pen
The wax pen is a battery powered tool that has a fine tip
that heats up making it easy to repair wax and add
details.
Double ended file
This is a very helpful tool which takes away lots of
material quickly and is great for the inside of rings.
Wax reamer
A great tool for removing wax inside of the ring blank
quickly.

Hole de-burrer and burrs
Helpful for removing sharp inside edges of the ring and
burrs for creating details in your wax.
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